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We study a Weyl (semi)metal which couples to local magnets. In the continuum limit, the
Hamiltonian of the system matches the Chern-Simons-Maxwell-Dirac functional and then the ground
state is governed by generalized Seiberg-Witten (SW) or Freund equations in terms of the sign
of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya coupling. The ground states determined by the Freund equations may
either be monopolar Weyl semimetal accompanied by the ferromagnetic magnets (MWFM) or SW
monopoles which consist of spheric Weyl fermions coupled to chiral magnets, depending on the
strength of the Kondo coupling. In the latter phase, the topological ground state is characterized
by SW invariants and with a Weyl surface on which the Weyl metal is of an exotic dispersion ∝ √k.
There are also the metastable SW monopole solutions carrying an opposite SW invariant for the
SW equations while the ground state in this case is the MWFM state.
In 1994, Seiberg and Witten (SW) found that the topo-
logical strong coupling supersymmetric Yang-Mill theory
with SU(2) instantons can be dual to a weak coupling
U(1) supersymmertic Yang-Mill theory, which was called
S-duality [1]. This breakthrough opened the prelude to
the second superstring revolution. Witten pointed out
that associated with SW monopole equations (SWMEs)
there is a topological invariant which is equivalent to the
Donaldson invariant in the strong coupling theory [2] but
the former is easier to be calculated due to the abelian
nature of the gauge group [3]. This developed a new area
in mathematics [4].
On the other track, researches to topological states of
matter have become the main theme in fundamental con-
densed matter physics during the past decade. Besides
the classical topological number, TKNN Chern number,
in quantum Hall effects [5], a full classification of topo-
logical insulators and topological superconductors [6, 7]
was set up after the discovery of the celebrated Kane-
Mele Z2 invariant [8]. A corresponding classification of
topological metal and semimetal was also found [9–14].
On the material side, large classes of two and three di-
mensional topological insulators as well as gapless topo-
logical states, such as Dirac and Weyl semimetals, were
predicted and discovered [15–29].
Comparing with the aforesaid progresses in the ”topol-
ogy of the band theory”, studies on the topological na-
ture of physical objects possess a much longer history and
much wider area spectra after Dirac magnetic monopole
was proposed [30]. Among numerous instances, we men-
tion the non-collinear and non-coplanar spin texture con-
figurations in noncentrosymmetric systems, which are
relevant to our study in this Letter. The competition
between the Heisenberg exchange interaction and the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction D [31, 32] may
course fruitful spin textures such as helical/conical spin
structure and skyrmion configuration [33, 34]. We will
see that the SW monopoles, identified as spheric Weyl
fermions coupled to chiral magnets, can emerge in sys-
tems in which both the local magnets and Weyl fermions
exist. Here we dub the ”spheric Weyl fermions” because
the Weyl fermions are massless on a wave vector sphere
S2, the ”Weyl surface”. On the Wely surface, the disper-
sion is exotic, i.e., ∝ √k. For D > 0, the SW monopoles
appear in the ground states of the system. There is a
phase transition from the SW monopoles to the monopo-
lar Weyl fermions coupled to a ferromagnetic magnetic
order (MWFM) in a quantum critical point which is de-
termined by the Kondo coupling strength |K| between
the Weyl fermion and local magnetization. These SW
monopoles are the solutions of a variant of SWMEs, Fre-
und equations (F-Eqs) [35], and carry the SW invari-
ant SWI = +1. For D < 0, the SW monopoles with
SWI = −1, corresponding to a generalization of the
original SW equations (SW-Eqs)[1], are metastable as
they are the solutions of the SW-Eqs but are not stable
against the MWFM state. We expect the SW monopoles
can emerge in existed noncentrosymmetric materials with
ferromagnetic magnets.
We first give a synopsis of SW monopoles on a flat
three-dimensional space X [36, 37]. The SWMEs can
be obtained by minimizing the Chern-Simons-Dirac func-
tional on X which reads [4]∫
d3r[−iχ†σ · (∇+ iA)χ± ǫabcAa∂bAc] (1)
where χ† = (α∗, β∗) is a Weyl spinor; Aa is a U(1) gauge
field; σ are Pauli matrices. The repeat indices imply
summation over a, b, c = 1, 2, 3. By variating with χ†
and Aa, one has the SWMEs
σ · (∇+ iA)χ = 0, χ†σaχ = ±ǫabc∂bAc. (2)
The equations with the plus sign in (22) are called SW-
Eqs while the minus sign corresponding to F-Eqs [35,
38]. The solution of SWMEs, a pair of (Aa, χ), is called
SW monopole [1, 3]. The square integrable (or periodic)
solution space of the SWMEs is named as the moduli
space of the SW monopoles [3, 39]. The SW invariant
is basically defined by the Euler number of the moduli
2space with its orientation[3, 4, 40] and is equivalent to
Casson invariant [4, 41].
To solve Eqs. (22) on X , one can transfer the SWMEs
to an ansatz [42–44]
χ =
1√
2(B0 +B03)
(
B0 +B03
B01 + iB02
)
(3)
A = −∇×B0
2B0
− B01∇B02 −B02∇B01
2B0(B0 +B03)
(4)
B0 = ±B = ±∇×A (5)
with B0 = χ
†
σχ obeying ∇ · B0 = 0. One can check
χ†χ = B0. Many solutions of the SWMEs on R
3 were
known [35, 38, 42–44].
Physical model. We now study a physical system which
consists of Weyl (semi)metal coupling to a local mag-
nets. The system can be approximately described by a
continuum model Hamiltonian on T 3,
H =
∫
T 3
d3r
∑
i
[
∓iψ†i,±σ · ∇ψi,± +KMi · si,±
+
D
4
Mi · ∇ ×Mi + J
2
(∇Mi)2 (6)
where Mi is the classical local magnetization normalized
to M = 1; ψi,± are the i-th pair of Weyl fermion fields
and si,± =
1
2
ψ†i,±σψi,±. J > 0 is the ferromagnetic ex-
change amplitude; K is Kondo coupling and D is DM
strength. The lattice constant is set to one.
We focus on a single Weyl fermion field and back to
the multi-Weyl fermion’s later. Taking a flat metric on
T 3 and identifying A = K
2
M, the Hamiltonian density
can be written as
− iψ†σ · (∇+ iA)ψ + D
K2
ǫabcAa∂bAc +
J
K2
FabFab (7)
with Coulomb gauge ∇ · A = 0 and the constraint
A = |K|
2
. This is a Chern-Simons-Dirac-Maxwell func-
tional, referring to the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional
(20). The ground state of this Hamiltonian is determined
by variating with M and ψ,
−iσ · (∇+ iK
2
M)ψ = 0
s+
D
2K
∇×M− J
K
∇2M = 0. (8)
When J = 0, these equations are exactly the SW-Eqs for
D < 0 and the F-Eqs for D > 0 on T 3 [45]. When K = 0,
the Weyl semimetal decouples to M. The solutions are
well-known: The Weyl fermion corresponds to a momen-
tum space monopole, i.e, ~Bk = ∇k × i〈ψk|∇k|ψk〉 = kk3
where ψk is the Fourier component of ψ [23] while the
magnetization is a chiral magnet [46]
M = e1 cos(k0 · r+ ϕ0) + sgn(D)e2 sin(k0 · r+ ϕ0) (9)
where e1 × e2 = k0/|k0| with |k0| = |D|/4J . This heli-
cal spin texture has been experimentally observed in the
cubic B20 compound MnSi [33, 34]. As an external mag-
netic field is applied, a conical magnetic structure which
is continuously connected to the chiral magnet is stable
in most region of temperature-magnetic field phase di-
agram and k0 is pinned by the external magnetic field
while a skyrmion lattice was observed in certain region
in the phase diagram [33, 34]. For J = K = 0 E2 group
symmetric solutions on R3 were discussed in [43].
There is a ”trivial solution” of Eq. (8), the MWFM
whose magnetization is of a ferromagnetic order, say,
M = (0, 0, 1) and χ is different a local phase from a
free Weyl fermion with a monopolar Berry phase [23].
SW monopoles with Chiral magnets. We present a
type of new solutions of the SWMEs (8) which were not
found on R3. Because of the periodic boundary condi-
tions imposed in T 3, all solutions gave in the literature
on R3 [35, 38, 42–44] do not work. As the Weyl equa-
tion does not change, the ansatz (23) and (24) still hold
while Eq. (25) is replaced by Eq. (8). With a rescaling
χ = (|K|/
√
2|D|)ψ, it is
B0 = − D|D|B+
2J
|D|∇
2A. (10)
The conditions to solve Eqs. (23), (24) and (10) seem
to be very strict: Besides the periodic boundary con-
dition, one requires A = |K|
2
be a constant as well as
∇ ·A = ∇ · B0 = 0. We find such a solution, which is
similar to Eq. (9). For example, let us try a periodic
chiral magnet solution M = Q
K
(0, cosQx, sinQx), i.e.,
A = Q
2
(0, cosQx, sinQx), B = −Q2
2
(0, cosQx, sinQx) =
−QA. Eq. (10) reads
B0 = (
DQ
|D| −
2JQ2
|D| )A. (11)
We see that the constraints ∇ · A = ∇ · B0 = 0 are
satisfied. Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (24), one has
A = sgn(D − 2JQ) |Q||K|A (12)
To be a solution, one requires |Q| = |K|, which is also a
request of A = |K|/2, and
sgn(D − 2JQ) = 1. (13)
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the F-Eqs (D > 0) are
of one such solution when Q = −|K| < − D
2J
and of two
solutions with Q = ±|K| when |K| < D
2J
. There is no
solution for Q > D/2J . The SW-Eqs (D < 0) have such
a solution when Q = −|K| < D/2J . When J = 0, we
see that there is no such a regular solution for the SW-
Eqs while the F-Eqs are of two solutions with Q = ±|K|,
as expected. The sign of Q gives the chirality of the
magnetization (See Fig.1(b) and (c)).
For a given chiral magnet, the Weyl fermion χ with
χ†χ = B0 is given by
χ =
√
Q2(D − 2JQ)(1 + sinQx)
4|D|

 1i cosQx
1 + sinQx

 .(14)
3FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) The solvable parameter region of
the SW-Eqs and F-Eqs. (b) A right hand chiral magnet. (c)
A left hand chiral magnet.
With an angle shift Qx → Qx + ϕ0, the chiral magnet
is also a solution because it does not matter what is the
initial angle of a chiral magnet.
The chiral magnet M = Q
K
(sin(Qy + ϕ0), 0, cos(Qy +
ϕ0)) in the same parameter region is also a solution.
To see A = Q
2
(cosQz, sinQz, 0) is also a solution, we
first consider a solution A′ = A+ (0, 0, 2/Q). The latter
obeys Eqs. (24) and (10) but A2 = Q
2
4
+ 4
Q2
. However,A′
differs a gauge transformation from A,.i.e., A′ = A+∇f
with f = 2z/Q. Thus, we can conclude that general
solutions for the SW-Eqs and F-Eqs, the SW monopole
(χ,A) [43], are given by a chiral magnet
M =
|Q|
K
e1 sin(Q · r+ ϕ0)± e2 cos(Q · r+ ϕ0) (15)
where e1 × e2 = Q/|Q| and |Q| = |K| for Q = Q · r/r
that is restricted in the region shown in Fig. 1(a). We
call χ the spheric Weyl fermion since it is massless when
Q sweeps over a sphere S2 with a radius |K|. ψ†ψ = |D−
2JQ| 6= 1 implies the renormalization of the Weyl surface
which resembles the renormalization of Fermi surface.
Phase diagrams and Weyl metal. While the Weyl
fermions are massless the magnetization contribution to
the energy of the SW monopole (χ,Aa) is given by
EQ = −1
2
(DQ− 2JK2). (16)
For the F-Eqs where D > 0, the energy of a solution with
Q = |K| < |K|c = D/2J is less than zero and the SW
monopoles are the ground states. It is a Weyl metal with
a Wely fermion dispersion [36]
Eψ(k) ∝ ±|Q|
√
k
for k ⊥ Q (See the insertion in Fig. 3(b)). When Q =
−|K| < 0, EQ = 12 (D|K|+ 2JK2) > 0 and then the SW
monopoles are metastable because the ground state is
either the SW monopoles with 0 < Q < |K|c or the zero
FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) The phase diagram in |K| for the
F-Eqs. (b) The phase diagram in |K| for the SW-Eqs.
energy state, the MWFM when Q < −|K|c. The phase
diagram for the F-Eqs is shown in Fig. 2(a). K = 0 is
an isolate point as discussed before (See Eq. (9)).
For the SW-Eqs (D < 0), the SW monopoles ex-
ist only when Q < −|D|/2J as shown in Fig. 1(a)
with EQ =
1
2
(|DK| + 2JK2) > 0. Thus, they are
metastable associated with the MWFM ground state.
For |Q| = |K| < |K|c, the system is in the MWFM phase
without the metastable SW monopoles. Although the
ground states of these two phases are the same the topo-
logical natures of them are different, which resembles ar-
guments for a Weyl magnon topologically differing from
a conventional antiferromagnetic order [29]. The phase
diagrams are shown in Fig. 2(b).
Seiberg-Witten invariants. The SWmonopoles are topo-
logical objects whose topological nature is portrayed by
the SW invariants. Although a constant χ†χ means the
SW monopole (χ,Aa) determined by Eq. (15) is not
square integrable, the moduli space may still compact
because χ is periodic [39]. The chiral magnets (15) in
the SW monopoles show that there are large degeneracy
of the solutions of the SWMEs, i.e., the moduli space
of the SWMEs are a two-dimensional sphere S2 with a
radius |K| in the wave vector space, the Weyl surface
of the Weyl metal [36, 47]. For the SW-Eqs (D < 0)
with |K| > |K|c, the moduli space consists of a single
Weyl surface and the SW invariant is defined by the Euler
number of the S2 with its orientation, or by the winding
number [36, 48, 49]
SWI =
1
4π
∫
S2
dsQaǫabcn · ∂Qbn× ∂Qcn = −1 (17)
where n = −Q/|Q| due to the chirality of the chiral
magnets. The metastable SW monopoles are of SWI =
−1.
For the F-Eqs, SWI = 0 when |K| < |K|c because the
number of the left chiral monopoles is the same as the
number of the right ones. However, EQ > 0 for the SW
monopoles with Q < 0 while EQ < 0 for Q > 0. Thus,
4SWI = +1 for the ground state. The metastable SW
monopole for Q < −|K|c is of SWI = −1. We show
these SW invariants in the phase diagrams (Fig. 2).
External magnetic field. We see that the ground states
of the system are largely degenerate even K is fixed. It
was known that an external magnetic field can pin the
helical vector k0 in Eq. (9) to the external field direction.
The chiral magnets in the SW monopoles are similar.
Assuming the external field h = ∇ × a with h being a
constant, the Hamiltonian reads
H = −iχ†σ · (∇+ ia)χ+KM · s+ D
4
M · ∇ ×M
+
J
2
(∇M)2 − h ·M (18)
For Freund equation in the SW monopole phase, the fer-
romagnetic order wins when h > hc =
1
2
|DQ − 2JK2|.
When h < hc, the magnetization part of the Hamilto-
nian is minimized by a conical spin structure [33], e.g., if
h = (h, 0, 0),
M =
Q
√
2− h2√
2K
(
h√
2− h2 , cos(Qx), sin(Qx)). (19)
This means that the helical wave vector Q is oriented
to parallel to the external field direction. This conical
structure can continuously connect with the helical mag-
netic structure in a zero field. The first order correction
to the fermion part of the Hamiltonian has a vanishing
mean field value. Therefore, this conical magnetization is
stable and the SW monopole with the helical wave vector
parallel to h is picked up from the large amount degenera-
cies. This single SW monopole means a zero-dimensional
moduli space and its chirality defines SWI = 1. For the
SW-Eqs, a metastable SWI = −1 monopole is pinned
by the external field.
Multi-Weyl surfaces. To see the mulit-Weyl surfaces’ re-
sult, we consider a Weyl fermion field with velocity −1 in
Eq. (6). Defining M′ = −M, the SW monopole (ψ,M′)
obeys the same SWMEs as those for the Weyl fermion
with the velocity +1. Thus, except a sign in the chiral
magnet, the SW monopoles corresponding to different
Weyl points are the same. Since there is an arbitrary
angle ϕ0, this sign is not important because they differ
by an angle ϕ0 = π. Interestingly, two SW monopoles
for a pair of Weyl fermions with opposite velocities own
the same SW invariant. The total SW invariant is the
sum of the individual SW invariants with the same signs,
comparing with a pair of monopolar Weyl points whose
”magnetic charges” are cancelled.
Fermi arcs and Fermi pockets at surfaces. A remark-
able behavior of the Weyl semimetal is its exotic surface
state: There are unclosed Fermi arcs [23]. In the MWFM
phase, the Weyl fermions are semimetal and the Fermi
arcs exist (Fig. 3(a)). In the SW monopole phase for F-
Eqs, one can show that the Berry curvature ~Bk = 0. This
is consistent with the disappearance of the monopole in
the momentum space. While, thus, there are no Fermi
FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) The Fermi arc for MWFM states.
(b) The Weyl surfaces and surface Fermi pockets for SW
monopoles. The insert is a sketch of Eψ at the point (0, 0, |Q|)
on the Weyl surface.
arcs, the surface states are metallic and there are Fermi
pockets which are the projections of the Weyl surfaces.
For instance, projecting to the surface for z =constant,
the spheres S2 are reduced to S1 surrounding the Fermi
pockets as shown in Fig. 3(b) if |K| < kw, the separa-
tion between twoWeyl points. When |K| > kw, two Weyl
spheres will connect and the topology of the Fermi pock-
ets become more fruitful but that is not studied in details
here. For the SW-Eqs, the surface states in ground states
are the same of the free Weyl fermions. It is not studied
here when the metastable SW monopoles are excited.
Possible real systems. The ferromagnetically ordered
spinel compound HgCr2Se4 was proposed to be a double
Weyl semimetal with quadratic band touchings in the
plane normal to the ferromagnetic direction [50, 51]. If
the double Weyl points are separated into two individual
ones, the SW monopoles might emerge. This material is
also a candidate for a hybrid Weyl semimetal [52]. Very
recently, two kinds of ferromagnetic and noncentrosym-
metric topological semimetal materials have been discov-
ered and proposed: Sr1−yMn1−zSb2 (y, z < 0.10) [53]
and some members of RAlX family of compounds (R=Ce,
Pr, X=Si, Ge) [54]. We expect the SW monopoles can
be possible topological objects of these systems.
Conclusions. We studied a physical model in which the
Weyl (semi)metal couples to the local magnets. We found
that the ground states of the system are determined by
the SWMEs. There are the ”trivial” phase MWFM and
5non-trivial SW monopole phase (or the Weyl metal) as
well as the MWFM with metastable SW monopoles. The
critical points of the phase transitions and the SWI on
Weyl surfaces are determined. Several further questions
are listed in the Supplemental Materials.
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A. Briefing of Seiberg-Witten monopoles on three
dimensions
The Seiberg-Witten theory was originally defined on
the four-dimensional space and the solutions of the
Seiberg-Witten equations are named as the Seiberg-
Witten monopole [1]. Witten found that the Donald-
son invariants in SU(2) anti-self dual Yang-Mills moduli
space [2] can be calculated by using the Seiberg-Witten
invariant [3]. Donaldson pointed out that the Seiberg-
Witten invariant can also be defined in a three dimen-
sional space [4]. Here we give a brief introduction to the
Seiberg-Witten monopole equations and invariant in the
three dimensions. Without concerning the supersymmet-
ric Yang-Mills theory [1], the Seiberg-Witten monopole
equations can be thought of as to minimize the Chern-
Simons-Dirac functional on X [4] which reads
∫
d3r
√
g[−iχ†σ · (∇+ iA+ iω)χ± ǫabcAa∂bAc] (20)
where χ† = (α∗, β∗) is a Weyl spinor; Aa is a U(1) gauge
field; σ are Pauli matrices. g = det gab with the metric
gab on X and ω is the spin connection. The repeat in-
dices imply summation over a, b, c = 1, 2, 3. By variating
with χ† and Aa, one has the Seiberg-Witten monopole
equationss on X
σ · (∇+ iA+ iω)χ = 0 (21)
χ†σaχ = ±ǫabc∂bAc. (22)
The equations with the plus sign in (22) are called
Seiberg-Witten equations while the minus sign corre-
sponding to Freund equations [35, 38]. The solution of
Seiberg-Witten monopole equations, a pair of (Aa, χ), is
called Seiberg-Witten monopole, in the sense that U(1)
as the maximal abelian subgroup is dual to SU(2) gauge
group and the ”monopole” χ is dual to the ”electric
charge” in the original SU(2) supersymmetry Yang-Mill
theory [1, 3]. The square integrable solution space of
the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations is named as the
moduli space of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles. The
Seiberg-Witten invariant is basically defined by the Euler
number of the moduli space with its orientation[3, 4, 40].
In certain cases, the moduli spaces are zero-dimensional,
i.e., discrete solutions. One can assign a sign to each dis-
crete solution and the sum of them defines the Seiberg-
Witten invariant [3, 4]. This invariant is equivalent to
Casson invariant [41] according to the Seiberg-Witten-
Floer cohomology [4, 40]. On a three-dimensional torus
T 3, one can show that a periodic Seiberg-Witten-Floer
theory also has a compact moduli space [39].
B. Ansatz on a flat space
On the euclidean space R3, the metric is flat and one
can take ω = 0. To solve Eqs. (21) and (22) in R3, one
can transfer the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations to
an ansatz [42–44]
χ =
1√
2(B0 +B03)
(
B0 +B03
B01 + iB02
)
(23)
A = −∇×B0
2B0
− B01∇B02 −B02∇B01
2B0(B0 +B03)
(24)
B0 = ±B = ±∇×A (25)
with B0 = χ
†
σχ obeying ∇ · B0 = 0. One can
check χ†χ = B0. Many solutions of the Seiberg-Witten
monopole equations in R3 were known [35, 38, 42–44].
Since R3 is flat, there are only singular solutions for the
Seiberg-Witten equations and no square integrable ones
are allowed [3] while both singular and non-singular solu-
tions of the Freund equations exist. The Seiberg-Witten
invariant is then of no definition for the Seiberg-Witten
equations on R3 while it is always trivial for the Freund
equations because the triviality of R3. The ansatz (23)
and (24) also hold on T 3 with periodic boundary condi-
tions.
C. Seiberg-Witten invariant and winding number
The energy of our Seiberg-Witten monopole solution is
given by Eq. (17) in the main text. For D < 0 or D > 0,
Eq = −1
2
(Dq − 2Jq2) = ±1
2
|D|q + Jq2 (26)
where q = ±|K|. For a given D, say, D < 0, this gives
a two level system because q may either be positive or
negative. The projective operator P = 1
2
(1 + n · τ ),
where τ are the Pauli matrices, projects a state to the
lower level. The Chern number of the lower level is then
defined as [48, 49]
c1 =
i
4π
∫
S2
Tr(dP ∧ PdP ) = 1
2πi
∫
d2sqǫabF
ab, (27)
where
Fab = Tr
[
P
(
∂P
∂qa
∂P
∂qb
− ∂P
∂qb
∂P
∂qa
)]
Eq. (8) exactly gives the winding number (18) in the
main text with n = q|q| , i.e., SWI = 1. For D < 0, the
project operator is P = 1
2
(1 + n · τ ) with n = − q|q|and
then the winding number is SWI = −1, the result of Eq.
(18) in the main text.
D. Gapless Weyl fermions
The Dirac equations are given by
− iσa(∂a + iAa)χ = Eψχ.
7Acting −iσa(∂a + iAa) on the both sides of the Dirac
equations, one gets
− (∇2 + 2iA · ∇ −A2 + i∇ ·A+B · σ)χ = E2ψχ.
Without losing of the generality, considering A =
Q
2
(0, cosQx, sinQx) and defining χ = eikyy+ikzzχ(x), we
have
(−∂2x +Q cosQxky +Q sinQxkz −Q2/4)χ(x)
−Q2/2(cosQxσy + sinQxσz)χ(x)
= (E2ψ − k2)χ(x)
where k2 = k2y + k
2
z . Define χ(x) = G(x, k)χ0(x) where
χ0 is the solution when k = 0 and Eψ = 0, i.e., Eq.
(15) in the main text, and G(x, k)) is a 2 × 2 matrix
with G(x, 0) = 1. In the long wave length limit, χ(x) =
G(x, k)χ0 = (1 +G1k +G2k
2 +O(k3))χ0 = χ0 + kχ1 +
k2χ2 +O(k
3), E2ψ = k|Q|ε21 + k2ε22 +O(k3), then
(−∂2x +Q cosQxky +Q sinQxkz −Q2/4)
×(1 +G1k +G2k2 + · · · )χ0 −Q2/2(cosQxσy + sinQxσz)
×(1 +G1k +G2k2 + · · · )χ0
= (kε21 + k
2ε22 − k2 + · · · )(1 +G1k +G2k2 + · · · )χ0
The zero order equation is just Eq. (15) in the main
text. The first order equation reads
[−∂2x −
Q2
4
− Q
2
2
(cosQxσy + sinQxσz)]G1χ0
+Q(cosQx cos θ + sinQx sin θ − ε21)χ0 = 0,
where ky = k cos θ and kz = k sin θ. The solution of this
equations determines the dispersion of the Weyl fermions
Eψ = ±
√
|Q||ε1|
√
k +O(k). (28)
E. Questions
Finally, we list the following further questions can be
asked in order: (i) How does the giant negative magne-
toresistance change its magnitude? (ii)What are finite
temperature behaviors of the whole system? Is there a
phase in which the Weyl fermions couple to skyrmions?
(iii) Instead of the classical magnetization, how a quan-
tum spin fluctuate the SW monopoles, the phase dia-
grams and the dynamics of the system? (iv) Are there
two-dimensional physical models which associate with
the two-dimensional SW monopole equations?
